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THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST NEW
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Epicurious • EATER • Stained Page • Infatuation • Spruce
Eats • Publisher’s Weekly • Food52 • Toronto Star The dazzling debut cookbook from Joanne
Lee Molinaro, the home cook and spellbinding storyteller behind the online sensation
@thekoreanvegan Joanne Lee Molinaro has captivated millions of fans with her powerfully
moving personal tales of love, family, and food. In her debut cookbook, she shares a collection
of her favorite Korean dishes, some traditional and some reimagined, as well as poignant
narrative snapshots that have shaped her family history. As Joanne reveals, she’s often
asked, “How can you be vegan and Korean?” Korean cooking is, after all, synonymous with
fish sauce and barbecue. And although grilled meat is indeed prevalent in some Korean food,
the ingredients that filled out bapsangs on Joanne’s table growing up—doenjang (fermented
soybean paste), gochujang (chili sauce), dashima (seaweed), and more—are fully plant-based,
unbelievably flavorful, and totally Korean. Some of the recipes come straight from her
childhood: Jjajangmyun, the rich Korean-Chinese black bean noodles she ate on birthdays, or
the humble Gamja Guk, a potato-and-leek soup her father makes. Some pay homage:
Chocolate Sweet Potato Cake is an ode to the two foods that saved her mother’s life after she
fled North Korea. The Korean Vegan Cookbook is a rich portrait of the immigrant experience
with life lessons that are universal. It celebrates how deeply food and the ones we love shape
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our identity.
Believe in your training; believe in yourself. Get motivated to become the runner you were
meant to be with the upcoming Believe Training Journal (Electric Blue Edition) by pro runners
Lauren Fleshman and Roisin McGettigan-Dumas. Drawing from their own training and racing
methods, Lauren and Ro offer a training journal that has it all: designated grids for recording
data and times as well as space to process and dream. The journal offers a full year of
undated weeks, an annual calendar, worksheets, quizzes, lists, and plenty of space for notes.
Lauren and Ro share their wisdom and experience throughout the journal--with thoughtprovoking insight on how to define goals, how to respect your body, how to deal with adversity,
and how to get mentally tough for competition--all to help you find balance in your running and
become a healthier, happier, and better athlete. Top runners know a good training diary is
invaluable for the insights they can reveal. The Believe Training Journal will help you explore
your athletic side and pursue your own running journey.
Vegan powerhouses Isa Chandra Moskowitz and Terry Romero update their beloved
cookbook with 25 new dishes, revisions throughout for more than 250 recipes, stunning color
photos, and tips for making your kitchen a vegan paradise. Who knew vegetables could taste
so good? Vegan powerhouses Isa Chandra Moskowitz and Terry Romero bring a brand new
edition of this beloved vegan cookbook to celebrate its 10th anniversary. You'll find 25 new
dishes and updates throughout for more than 250 recipes (everything from basics to desserts),
stunning color photos, and tips for making your kitchen a vegan paradise. All the recipes in
Veganomicon have been thoroughly kitchen-tested to ensure user-friendliness and amazing
results. Veganomicon also includes meals for all occasions and soy-free, gluten-free, and lowPage 2/21
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fat options, plus quick recipes that make dinner a snap.
Rooted in centuries-old principles, the macrobiotic diet consists of simple yet highly nutritious
foods such as whole grains, vegetables, and beans, selected and prepared in harmony with
the seasons. From lightly sautéed spring greens and sea vegetables and refreshing summer
salads, to harvest vegetables and hearty winter stews, The Changing Seasons Macrobiotic
Cookbook provides hundreds of easy-to-follow and flavorful recipes for complete and balanced
macrobiotic meals. A combination of great taste and whole foods, this is traditional macrobiotic
cooking at its best.
Tackle diabetes and its complications for good with this newly updated edition of Dr. Neal
Barnard's groundbreaking program. Revised and updated, this latest edition of Dr. Barnard’s
groundbreaking book features a new preface, updates to diagnostic and monitoring standards,
recent research studies, and fresh success stories of people who have eliminated their
diabetes by following this life-changing plan. Before Dr. Barnard’s scientific breakthrough,
most health professionals believed that once you developed diabetes, you were stuck with
it—and could anticipate one health issue after another, from worsening eyesight and nerve
symptoms to heart and kidney problems. But this simply is not true—Dr. Barnard has shown
that it is often possible to improve insulin sensitivity and tackle type 2 diabetes by following his
step-by-step plan, which includes a healthful vegan diet with plenty of recipes to get started, an
exercise guide, advice about taking supplements and tracking progress, and troubleshooting
tips.
Perché sempre più persone diventano vegane? Quella del veganismo è una moda passeggera
o il frutto di una consapevolezza profonda che implica un cambio di stile di vita? In questi ultimi
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anni il dibattito imperversa sui media e sui social, e mentre c’è chi cerca di demonizzare la
dieta vegetale, le fila di chi ha a cuore gli animali, il futuro del pianeta e la propria salute si
ingrossano in modo esponenziale. Medici e nutrizionisti si affrontano a colpi di studi scientifici,
il popolo del web si scontra con toni accesi, e intanto le aziende si organizzano per attrarre
quella che non è più una nicchia di mercato, ristoranti e bar si attrezzano per venire incontro
alle richieste, sempre maggiori, di chi ha intrapreso una scelta di vita. Ma allora perché il
vegano viene considerato come un hippie, un estremista appartenente a una setta e, nel
migliore dei casi, l’amico pesante che è meglio non invitare a cena? Tra riflessioni,
informazioni e curiosità, un libro agile per saperne di più sul mondo dei vegani e una filosofia di
vita che potrebbe cambiare la sorte di milioni di esseri viventi e del nostro pianeta. •
Vegetariani e vegani: quasi 5 milioni di italiani hanno già deciso • Cosa mangia, come si veste
e come vive un vegano? • Quali sono le ragioni del veganismo? • L’antispecismo e i
movimenti per i diritti degli animali • la dieta vegana: pregiudizi e verità scientifiche •
l’allevamento intensivo: quando l’industria rompe il patto con la natura Martina DonatiLavora
nell’editoria da vent’anni, vive a Firenze con suo figlio Nilo di undici anni, vegano. Aderisce al
pensiero antispecista e ha uno stile di vita il più possibile cruelty free.
The ?CrossFit Level 1 Training Guide? is the essential resource for anyone who's interested in
improving health and fitness.Written primarily by CrossFit Inc. founder Greg Glassman
beginning in 2002, this bible of functional training explains exactly how CrossFit movements
and methodologies can help you or your clients dramatically improve health and become
measurably fitter. Fitness professionals will find proven teaching progressions, detailed
programming guidance and precise coaching strategies in addition to extensive discussion
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about the responsible and successful application of the CrossFit methodology with clients of
any level. Athletes of all abilities will learn how to move properly and safely, how to start
training, how to create and modify workouts and movements appropriately, and how to eat to
achieve fitness and aesthetic goals. Movements covered in detail with full-color photos and
learning progressions: Squat, front squat, overhead squat, press, push press, jerk, deadlift,
sumo deadlift high pull, medicine-ball clean, snatch, GHD sit-up, hip and back extension, pullup, thruster, muscle-up, snatch. Supported by decades of research, this manual contains a
detailed lifestyle plan that has been used by both coaches and individuals to:Gain muscle and
improve bone density.Lose fat.Improve body composition.Improve and optimize nutrition.Lower
blood pressure.Reduce symptoms of chronic disease.Improve strength and
conditioning.Improve overall athletic performance and general physical preparedness.Improve
sport-specific performance.Improve performance in CrossFit: The Sport of Fitness.Avoid
injury.Improve each of CrossFit's 10 General Physical Skills: cardiovascular/respiratory
endurance, stamina, strength, flexibility, power, speed, coordination, agility, balance and
accuracy. This guide is designed for use in conjunction with the two-day CrossFit Level 1
Trainer Course that is a prerequisite to opening a CrossFit affiliate, but this guide can also be
used as a standalone resource by coaches and fitness enthusiasts alike. The ?CrossFit Level
1 Training Guide? is the key to a lifetime of health and fitness.
Cats, dogs, & what it really means to be vegan.

Childhood obesity is one of the most pressing global public health challenges of
the 21st century. In response, States need to employ a multisectoral approach
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including labelling rules, food marketing restrictions and fiscal policies. However,
these legal measures interact in a complex fashion with international economic
and human rights law raising a range of legal questions. This timely book edited
by Garde, Curtis and De Schutter explores these questions offering insightful
perspectives. Of fundamental interest to legal professionals and academics,
Ending Childhood Obesity also makes the legal complexities accessible to a
broad range of public health and other policy actors addressing obesity and
related non-communicable diseases.
Cook delicious and surprisingly easy dishes with this beautifully illustrated
Indonesian cookbook. Authentic Recipes from Indonesia includes over 60 easyto-follow recipes with detailed descriptions of ingredients and cooking methods,
enabling the reader to reproduce the flavors of authentic Indonesian food at
home. The fabled Spice Islands of Indonesia encompass the most astonishing
physical and cultural diversity in Asia. Authentic Recipes from Indonesia
introduces a sampling of the most popular Indonesian food from across the
archipelago. Included in this unique collection are spicy Padang favorites from
West Sumatra, healthy Javanese vegetable creations, succulent satay and
poultry dishes from Bali and Lombok, and unusual recipes from Kalimantan and
the eastern isles of Flores and Timor. In addition to the range of exciting recipes,
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this book acquaints readers with Indonesia's varied cultural and culinary
traditions. Featured Indonesian recipes include: Avacado Smoohies Balinese
Style Chicken or Duck Satay Beef with Coconut Fragrant Chili Sambal Pork
Stewed with Potatoes Shrimp in Hot Coconut Sauce And many more… Increasing
numbers of travelers are discovering the rich cultural diversity of Indonesia,
venturing off the beaten Bali-Java-Sumatra tourist track. Let Authentic Recipes
take you on a voyage of culinary discover.
"Travel Light is the story of Halla, a girl born to a king but cast out onto the hills to
die. She lives among bears; she lives among dragons. But the time of dragons is
passing, and Odin All-Father offers Halla a choice: Will she stay dragonish and
hoard wealth and possessions, or will she travel light?" —Amal El-Mohtar, NPR,
You Must Read This From the dark ages to modern times, from the dragons of
medieval forests to Constantinople, this is a fantastic and philosophical fairy-tale
journey that will appeal to fans of Harry Potter, Diana Wynne Jones, and T. H.
White’s The Sword in the Stone. "No one knows better how to spin a fairy tale
than Naomi Mitchison.”—The Observer "Read it now."—Ursula K. Le Guin "You
will love this book."—Holly Black "The enchantments of Travel Light contain more
truth, more straight talking, a grittier, harder-edged view of the world than any of
the mundane descriptions of daily life you will find in … science fiction stories." —
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Paul Kincaid, SF Site "A gem of a book." — Strange Horizons "Every page is full
of magic and wonder….well worth seeking out."— Rambles "Combines the best of
Rowling and Pullman, being full of magic and fantasy with the hard edge of reality
sharp at its edges." — The New Review/LauraHird.com
Discover the delicious delights of a vegan diet. Pat Crocker's recipes capture the
natural flavors at the very core of plant-based foods. This collection proves that a
vegan diet can be rich, varied and delicious, responding to modern, sophisticated
palates. Using a rainbow of natural whole foods, these 250 recipes offer a wide
range of combinations and a host of ideas for preparation. Some of the featured
recipes are: Sweet potato wild rice cakes accompanied by braised greens with
cherries and pine nuts Gingered carrot and turnip puree Green bean, pecan and
pomegranate salad Pan-seared artichokes with pomegranate molasses
Mushroom-stuffed fennel and red peppers Rice with red curry cauliflower. What
elevates this book are the profiles of 150 fruits, vegetables, legumes, grains,
nuts, soy foods, sea vegetables, herbs and flavorings, with data on their healing
actions, uses and storage. These prescriptive vegan meals will have a positive
impact on all of the body's major systems, from the cardiovascular to the
immune. The winning combination of delicious recipes and the extraordinary
health benefits of a vegan diet delivers meals that will please non-vegetarians
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and vegans alike.
A new series of hardboiled crime fiction set in contemporary Naples by the author
of the internationally bestselling Commissario Ricciardi series. They’ve made a
fresh start at the Pizzofalcone precinct of Naples. They fired every member of the
investigative branch after they were found guilty of corruption. Now, there’s a
new group of detectives, a new commissario, and a new superintendent. The
new cops immediately find themselves investigating a high-profile murder that
has the whole town on edge. Heading the investigation is Inspector Lojacono,
known as the Chinaman, a cop with a chequered past and a reputation as crack
investigator. Lojacono’s partner is Aragona, who wants to be known as Serpico,
but the name doesn’t stick. Luigi Palma is the Commissario, Francesco Romano,
aka Hulk, the self-deluded lieutenant. Lojacono, Aragona, Palma and Romano
are joined by a cast of cops portrayed by de Giovanni with depth and intimate
knowledge of the close-knit world of police investigators. De Giovanni is one of
the most dexterous and successful writers of crime fiction currently working in
Europe. His award winning and bestselling novels, all set in Naples, offer a
brilliant vision of the criminal underworld and the lives of the cops in Europa’s
most fabled, atmospheric, dangerous, and lustful city.
A career flavor scientist who has worked with such companies as Lindt, CocaPage 9/21
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Cola and Cadbury organizes food flavors into 160 basic ingredients, explaining
how to combine flavors for countless results, in a reference that also shares
practical tips and whimsical observations.
Explores the premise that everything having to do with food - its capture,
cultivation, preparation, and consumption - represents a cultural act. Provides
insights into many patterns of culinary behavior and tradition.
100 all-new quick and easy plant-based recipes by bestselling author Ella Mills,
founder of Deliciously Ella. Ella's new collection shows us that vegan cooking
doesn't have to be difficult or time-consuming. It's easy to embrace a plant-based
lifestyle with her fuss-free, simple recipes that cater for our busy lives. Divided
into 7 sections, the new book offers - for the first time - recipes with an
approximate cooking time, showing you how to make simple meals that will
satisfy your taste buds and inspire you every day. Section 1 features delicious
breakfasts - from quick pancakes to fruity smoothies and easy toast-toppers.
Section 2, Lunches, Dips & Dressings, offers an array of healthy plant-based
options. The next two Sections comprise 10-Minute- and 20-Minute Meals, where
Ella will prove that plant-based eating doesn't have to be complicated or timeconsuming. Choose from quick pasta dishes, simple noodles, hearty veg-laden
bowls and Asian-inspired plates. Section 5 is Big Batch Cooking, to help you get
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ahead and plan your week. The Sweet section includes lots of portable bars,
flapjacks and slices to satisfy your sweet tooth. The last section, Weekend,
features recipes that require a bit time to make, but will impress and delight your
friends and family! The ethos of Deliciously Ella is to share abundant recipes that
put vegetables at the heart of our plates, that taste good and are easy to make.
Alongside this, Ella is keen to embrace all aspects of wellbeing, prioritising selfcare. In the book she will share the important insights learned from her charttopping podcast, bringing a wider holistic dimension and personal angle to this
gorgeous, inspiring, healthy cookbook. 'She has become the biggest thing in
healthy eating' - The Times
Daniel Kramer's classic Bob Dylan portfolio captures the artist's transformative "big bang" year
of 1964-65. Through vast concert halls, intimate recording sessions, and the infamous
transition to electric guitar, nearly 200 images offer one of the most mesmerizing photographic
series on any recording artist and a stunning document of Dylan and...
The Dietitian's Guide to Vegetarian Diets, Third Edition highlights trends and research on
vegetarian diets and translates the information into practical ideas to assist dietitians and other
healthcare professionals in aiding their clients. Evidence-based and thoroughly referenced, this
text addresses diets throughout the life cycle with chapters devoted to pregnancy and lactation,
infants, children, adolescents, and the elderly, and highlights the benefits of using vegetarian
diets in the treatment of hyperlipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and obesity. Full of vital
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information on vegetarian nutritional needs and healthier, more satisfying diets, the Third
Edition can be used as an aid for counseling vegetarian clients and those interested in
becoming vegetarians, or serve as a textbook for students who have completed introductory
coursework in nutriation.
Musician and plant-based ambassador Moby shares his favorite creative and delicious vegan
dishes Moby became vegan more than thirty years ago, when few people knew how to
pronounce the word. Since then, vegan cuisine has flourished as the fastest-growing and most
innovative cuisine on the planet. As a passionate animal rights advocate and also a food lover,
Moby has helped fuel this evolution at his wildly popular restaurants. He is the original owner of
the L.A. celebrity hotspot Little Pine, which showcases an elevated menu proving once and for
all that vegan food is “all grown up” and the most delicious way to be eating today. Now Moby
takes readers inside this special corner of Southern California with The Little Pine Cookbook, a
collection of 125 recipes inspired by the restaurant's beloved dishes. Gateway recipes like
Panko-Crusted Piccata will wow even the hardest-to-please meat lovers. And veg-forward
small plates like Fried Cauliflower with Kimchi Aioli and go-to pastas like Orecchiette with
Braised Leeks, Asparagus & English Peas will become back-pocket staples, no matter your
diet. And didn’t you know that desserts are healthier when they are vegan? Indulge in the
simple pleasure of Butterscotch Pudding or the rich decadence of Chocolate Bread Pudding
while feeling good about yourself and your contribution to a better planet. Whatever you’re
making, the spirit of Little Pine—of community, of sharing, and of giving—is in all these recipes,
and they are here for you to savor every day.
‘This is a book for life . . . This, and it’s high praise, is Slater’s best book’ Diana Henry,
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Sunday Telegraph ‘It is beautiful’ Grace Dent *With over 200 recipes* A Cook’s Book is the
story of Nigel Slater’s life in the kitchen.
Reach more customers than ever with TARGETED CONTENT Epic Content Marketing helps
you develop strategies that seize the competitive edge by creating messages and “stories”
tailored for instant, widespread distribution on social media, Google, and the mainstream
press. It provides a step-by-step plan for developing powerful content that resonates with
customers and describes best practices for social media sharing and search engine
discoverability. Joe Pulizzi is a content marketing strategist, speaker and founder of the
Content Marketing Institute, which runs the largest physical content marketing event in North
America, Content Marketing World.
Believe it or not, Japanese cuisine in general is actually quite vegan-friendly, and many dishes
can be made vegan with just a simple substitution or two. You can enjoy the same big, bold,
salty-sweet-spicy-rich-umami recipes of modern Japanese soul food without so much as
glancing down the meat and dairy aisles. And best of all, it’s super-easy to make! In Vegan
JapanEasy, Tim Anderson taps into Japan’s rich culture of cookery that’s already vegan or
very nearly vegan, so there are no sad substitutes and zero shortcomings on taste. From
classics like Vegetable Tempura, Onigiri, Mushroom Gyoza and Fried Tofu in Dashi, to clever
vegan conversions including Cauliflower Katsu Curry, French Onion Ramen and Sichuan-Style
Hot and Numbing Tofu with Ancient Grains, you don’t need to be vegan to enjoy these tasty
recipes. Add to that some outrageously good drinks and desserts, like the Watermelon Mojito
and Soy Sauce Butterscotch Brownies, and you’ll be spoilt for choice! With ingredients like
tangy miso, savoury shiitake mushrooms and zingy ponzu, to name a few, who needs meat?
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So if you’re new to veganism, new to Japanese cooking, new to both, or you just want to
expand your meat-free repertoire, this is the book for you!
From the author of the multimillion-copy international bestsellerEarth From Abovecomes a
moving and brilliantly photographed new book.Home, scheduled to release in conjunction with
a film of the same name, is a stunning visual odyssey. A globe-spanning exploration of the
planet, complete with Arthus-Bertrand’s unforgettable images and an informative text by the
team at Good Planet, a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting sustainable
development,Homeis a celebration of Earth’s beauty and an impassioned call to protect it from
destruction. Compelling and defiantly optimistic,Homevoyages through over 50 countries,
considering the environment’s current condition and factors which will play a role in
determining its future. As Arthus-Bertrand says, “It isn’t the 50 percent of forest that has
disappeared that’s important, but the 50 percent that’s left.”
A modern and fresh take on vegetarian, vegan, and raw food – now available in paperback for
the first time Raw, by acclaimed Icelandic cook Solla Eiríksdóttir, was first published in 2016,
when the concept of raw food was relatively new. Now a widely accepted route to healthy
eating, her book features 75 healthy and delicious mainly raw recipes, introducing readers to
an approach to ethical and sustainable eating that has found its way into the everyday diets of
people around the world. Divided into five chapters – breakfast, snacks, light lunches, main
dishes, and sweet treats – the book abounds with bright, fresh tastes such as turmeric
tostadas, quinoa pizza, kelp noodles with tofu, and vegan vanilla ice cream.

Selected for Jamie Oliver's Cookbook Club In Vietnamese, Uyen Luu demonstrates that
Vietnamese food is just as easy to whip up as a bowl of pasta – all you need is a good
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bottle of fish sauce and a little enthusiasm! Uyen shares over 85 of her tastiest recipes
– some traditional, some with a modern twist – using ingredients that are available at
your local supermarket. Recipes include noodle soups, salads, family-style sharing
plates, one-pot wonders and dinner-party showstoppers, which are all easy to prepare,
adapt and enjoy. The recipes are impressive yet simple: try the Crispy Roast Pork
Belly; Sea Bass in Tomato, Celery & Dill Broth; or Fried Noodles & Greens. Vietnamese
is filled with fuss-free, delicious recipes that are quick to prepare, and will have you
eating Vietnamese meals on a regular basis.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER AND BOOK OF THE YEAR 'Enticing, inviting and
delicious. Vegan and vegetarian dishes that are hard to resist (and why should you?'
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI ________________________________ Modern, vibrant, easyto-make food. East is a must-have whether you're vegan, vegetarian, or simply want to
eat more delicious meat-free food. Drawing from her 'New Vegan' Guardian column,
Meera Sodha's collection features brand-new recipes inspired by Asian cuisine - from
India to Indonesia, Singapore to Japan, by way of China, Thailand, and Vietnam. With
120 practical and mouth-watering recipes, learn how to make: - ROASTED PANEER
ALOO GOBI for a quick Monday-night dinner - CARAMELIZED ONION AND CHILLI
RAMEN straight from the store-cupboard - THE SODHA FAMILY MASALA OMELETTE
to serve up a home-made brunch - SALTED MISO BROWNIES as a sweet treat There
are seasonal specialities, warming noodles and curries, tofu and rice dishes as well as
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salads, sides and sweets - all practical and surprisingly easy to make - and bursting
with exciting flavours. _________________________________ 'Meera can take a
packet of noodles, some peanut butter and a hunk of tofu and work magic. East is the
vegetable book for people who aren't vegetarian. A joy - I want to cook every dish'
DIANA HENRY 'Fabulous' NIGELLA LAWSON 'She has a seemingly magic ability to
tell you exactly the detail you need to make a dish sing. This book is a godsend' BEE
WILSON, SUNDAY TIMES
Tante ricette salutari e saporite, ben catalogate per fasce di età, suggeriscono cosa
dare da mangiare ai nostri bimbi, per farli crescere sani, consapevoli e sensibili alle
esigenze del pianeta.
Life is an exciting new six-level adult series that turns learning English into an
exploration of the world we live in by drawing on National Geographic content such as
images, articles and videos. Student's Book contains: engaging tasks with fascinating
NG content ; review at end of each unit ; grammar reference with practice activities.
CEF: A1-C1.
Nina's recipes are always vegetarian and often vegan. Her food philosophy is all about
balance and fun. `Good food comes from a good source and is made from scratch at
home with love.' This is wholesome vegetarian food at its best, inspired by cooking from
around the world. It captures many of the ongoing culinary trends today - home-cooked
comfort meals, plant-based recipes, power bowls, sharing dishes, salads, smoothies
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and porridges - foods that can all be served in a bowl. The chapters are Morning Bowls,
Comforting and Energising Soups, Fresh and Delicious Salads, Grain Bowls, Noodles,
Zoodles and Pasta, Hearty Bowls, Gatherings and Sweets. With recipes including a
Cosmic Green Smoothie; a Buddha Bowl; Creamy Avocado and Crispy Kale Soba
Noodles; a Laksa Luxe Bowl; and Chai Poached Pears with Coconut Ice Cream, this
book gives you easy recipes brimming with vitality and health.
Tasty, easy-to-make recipes for grain-free, dairy-free baking! Cinnamon Swirl Bread.
Fruit and Nut Snack Bars. Deep Dish Apple Pie. With Everyday Grain-Free Baking, you
can finally enjoy the baked goods that you've been missing! In this beautiful, easy-touse cookbook, Whether you're grain-free or gluten-free, author and creator of The
Nourishing Home blog Kelly Smith shows you how to create grain-free, dairy-free
versions of all your favorite baked goods that are compatible with the most common
grain-free diets. From breads, biscuits and muffins to savory snacks and decadent
treats, you'll find step-by-step instructions for more than 100 delicious, grain-free and
dairy-free recipes, including: Easy Everyday Bread Southern Style Biscuits Fluffy
Almond Flour Pancakes Simple Garden Herb Crackers Blueberry Lemon Scones
Raspberry Crumble Bars Strawberry Vanilla Custard Cake Don't give up the bakery
staples you love--with these flavorful recipes, you can make delicious grain-free, dairyfree baked goods that your whole family will enjoy whether or not everyone is living a
grain-free lifestyle!
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Introducing three- to seven-year-olds to the "ABCs" of a compassionate lifestyle, V Is
for Vegan is a must-have for vegan and vegetarian parents, teachers, and activists!
Acclaimed author and artist Ruby Roth brings her characteristic insight and good humor
to a controversial and challenging subject, presenting the basics of animal rights and
the vegan diet in an easy-to-understand, teachable format. Through memorable rhymes
and charming illustrations, Roth introduces readers to the major vegan food groups
(grains, beans, seeds, nuts, vegetables, and fruits) as well as broader concepts such as
animal protection and the environment. Sure to bring about laughter and learning, V Is
for Vegan will boost the confidence of vegan kids about to enter school and help adults
explain their ethical worldview in a way that young children will understand. From the
Hardcover edition.
In these broadly ranging talks, Rudolf Steiner introduces fundamental principles of
anthroposophically-extended medicine. Some of the most remarkable insights that
anthroposophy brings to medicine are contained in this volume.
Origins of Attitudes towards Animals is a truth-seeking journey that takes the study of attitudes
towards animals to the global scale. The book relies on rigorous mathematical analysis of large
amounts of data to make unprecedented discoveries about animal protection. Origins of
Attitudes towards Animals steps off the path of focusing on animal welfare, which is only one
aspect of animal protection, and reveals the science, philosophy, and cultural factors behind
different groups of peoples' attitudes towards animals, worldwide. The book is based on the
results of the ground-breaking survey research project, Global Attitudes to Animals Survey,
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which was initiated and managed by the author. Thousands of people around world were
involved in the project, including many renowned academics, who worked as collaborators.
The book also includes comprehensive and critical reviews of a large amount of existing
literature. The quality of the study, in consideration of the issues it covers, the number of
survey participants and the complexity of the mathematical methods applied, has no peers in
academia. The book is a must-read for animal activists and people who are interested in the
academic study of animal protection, and it contains a treasure-trove of data for researchers.
To gain a full understanding of the study,knowledge of key mathematical techniques, such as
factor analysis is required. Areas covered by the book include: Animal behaviour,
anthropology, biology, chemistry, cosmology, cultural study, ethics, finance, history,
mathematics, philosophy, physics, psychology, religion, and veterinary science. It is also
available as an E-Book.
Join the revolution! From the fitness and nutrition guru who transformed the diets of Beyoncé,
Jay-Z and Pharrell Williams comes practical advice and tools for switching to a plant-based
lifestyle. Includes more than 65 healthy and delicious vegan recipes to help transform your life
and body in just 22 days. If you want lose weight, if you want to be fitter and stronger than ever
before, The 22-Day Revolution is the answer. Founded on the principle that it takes 21 days to
make or break a habit - 'with 22 Days, you've found the way', as Jay-Z puts it - The 22-Day
Revolution is an accessible plan for anyone seeking a healthier lifestyle, to lose weight, or to
reverse serious health concerns. The benefits of a vegan diet cannot be overstated, it has
been proven to help prevent cancer, lower cholesterol levels, reduce the risk of heart disease,
decrease blood pressure, and even reverse diabetes. As one of today's most sought after
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health experts, exercise physiologist Marco Borges has spent years helping his exclusive list of
high profile clients permanently change their lives and bodies through his innovative methods.
Clients from Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Jennifer Lopez, Kanye West, and Pharrell Williams, to Gloria
Estefan, Gwen Stefani, and Shakira have all turned to him for his expertise. Now, for the first
time, he unveils his coveted and revolutionary manifesto, featuring the comprehensive
fundamentals of starting a plant-based diet. Inside, you'll find motivating strategies, benefits
and tips for staying the course, delicious recipes, and a detailed 22-day meal plan. With this
program, you will lead a healthier, more energetic and productive life - helping you to live the
life you want, not just the one you have.
From the founder of the wildly popular food blog Deliciously Ella, 120 plant-based, dairy-free,
and gluten-free recipes with gorgeous, full-color photographs that capture the amazing things
we can do with natural ingredients. In 2011, nineteen-year-old Ella Woodward was diagnosed
with a rare illness that left her bed-ridden, in chronic pain, and plagued by heart palpitations
and headaches. When conventional medicine failed her, Ella decided to change her diet. She
gave up meat, gluten, dairy, sugar, and anything processed—and the effects were immediate:
her symptoms disappeared, her energy returned, and she was able to go off all her medication.
A self-confessed sweet tooth, Ella taught herself how to make delicious, plant-based meals
that delight the palette and improve overall well-being. Deliciously Ella is an essential, how-to
guide to clean, plant-based eating, taking you through the best ingredients and methods for
preparing easy, exciting meals. This is not a diet—it’s about creating a new mindset that
embraces fantastic food. From sweet potato brownies to silky chocolate mousse and roasted
butternut squash risotto and homemade fries and ketchup, Ella shares 100 brand-new recipes
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and twenty classics in her signature, elegant style. Packed with vivid photos and simple,
foolproof instructions, Deliciously Ella provides a foundation for a pure, unprocessed, unrefined
diet, so you can look and feel better while enjoying great food.
Senza carne, pesce, latte, uova, formaggi e miele si vive benissimo. buono, sano, vegano
illustra in modo semplice ma rigoroso tutti i vantaggi di questa scelta dal punto di vista della
nostra salute, aiutandoci a scegliere cosa mettere in tavola per un'alimentazione a base di cibi
buoni e leggeri e, soprattutto, completa dal punto di vista nutrizionale. Alimentarsi secondo una
dieta vegana o anche solo limitare il consumo di carne o derivati è quindi una questione di
salute (la nostra!), ma è anche una scelta altruista perché influenza il futuro degli animali,
dell'ambiente e di tutto il pianeta. Un capitolo è dedicato a chi si trova in situazioni particolari e
intende curarsi anche con il cibo (diabete, ipertensione, tumori, artrite, malattie autoimmuni). In
tutti questi casi e in molti altri la scelta vegana rappresenta un valido supporto a tutte le terapie
convenzionali (farmaci, chemioterapia, radioterapia). Il libro include 70 ricette approvate
dall'autrice dal punto di vista nutrizionale, consigliate e selezionate da chi ha scelto di vivere
"vegan".
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